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Abstract
Detecting anomalies in time series data is becoming mainstream in a wide va-
riety of industrial applications in which sensors monitor expensive machinery.
The complexity of this task increases when multiple heterogeneous sensors pro-
vide information of different nature, scales and frequencies from the same ma-
chine. Traditionally, machine learning techniques require a separate data pre-
processing before training, which tends to be very time-consuming and often
requires domain knowledge. Recent deep learning approaches have shown to
perform well on raw time series data, eliminating the need for pre-processing.
In this work, we propose a deep learning based approach for supervised multi-
time series anomaly detection that combines a Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) and a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) in different ways. Unlike other
approaches, we use independent CNNs, so-called convolutional heads, to deal
with anomaly detection in multi-sensor systems. We address each sensor in-
dividually avoiding the need for data pre-processing and allowing for a more
tailored architecture for each type of sensor. We refer to this architecture as
Multi-head CNN-RNN. The proposed architecture is assessed against a real in-
dustrial case study, provided by an industrial partner, where a service elevator
is monitored. Within this case study, three type of anomalies are considered:
point, context-specific, and collective. The experimental results show that the
proposed architecture is suitable for multi-time series anomaly detection as it
obtained promising results on the real industrial scenario.
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1. Introduction
Time series anomaly detection is a very relevant field in computer science
and data mining [1, 2, 3]. It has become a necessity in the industrial scenario
as undetected failures can lead to a critical damage [4]. Industrial machinery
is prone to failure, meaning that an effective anomaly detection can improve
system availability and reliability. This directly affects the productivity and
reduces the operation and maintenance costs [5]. Thus, much research in this
subject can be found in multiple real industrial scenarios such as automotive
[6], manufacturing [7], energy [8], or industrial sensor networks [9].
An anomaly can be defined as an unusual pattern that does not conform to
expected behavior. According to [1], time series anomalies can be categorized
into three types: point, contextual, and collective. Point anomalies refer to
a single instance of data being anomalous. Contextual anomalies are context-
specific, that is, a given behavior might be common in a concrete scenario but
abnormal on another. Collective anomalies refer to multiple instances of data
that individually may have no relevance, but which as a group of events may
become an anomaly.
In recent years, there have been advances in this topic due to the evolution of
Industry 4.0 and the Internet of Things [10]. Technology has provided companies
with more efficient and reliable monitoring systems [11]. In this way, industrial
machinery is equipped with multiple sensors, which form a multi-sensor system
[12]. These systems make data collection simpler and therefore, more data is
now available in greater quantity and quality. As a consequence, there has been
a proliferation of machine learning techniques for time series anomaly detection
[6, 13, 14, 15].
Industrial machines are complex and often use a high number of sensors. In
addition, many of these machines perform actions composed of multiple events,
which makes it difficult to detect anomalies since it must be considered in which
part of the time series each event occurs. Therefore, there might be different be-
haviors within a time series. It can be seen as context-specific anomalies within
a single action. On the other hand, complex industrial machines have hetero-
geneous sensor systems meaning that they might be of a different nature, and
thus, measuring differently scaled real value data or collecting data at different
frequencies [16]. This fact often implies a previous data pre-processing to clean
the data, extract meaningful features or reduce the dimensionality to convert
this data into smart/usable data [17]. This is typically a very time-consuming
task and it may require domain knowledge, that is, have knowledge about the
characteristics of the data or about what an anomaly looks like. Managing
data from heterogeneous sensor networks is a well known issue and many works
can be found in the literature to deal with it, such as the use of a collabora-
tive sparse representation framework [18], a deep multimodal encoder [19], a
multi-view stacking method [20], or an ensemble pruning system [21].
Besides these challenges, there are some other inherent issues such as the
fact that the boundary between normal and anomalous instances is often very
thin, or that the data might contain noise due to sensor malfunctioning or
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wrong measurements that may look similar to an anomaly. The imbalanced
data problem [22] is also a common issue in anomaly detection scenarios since
usually there are very few anomalous observations available and large volumes
of normal observations. Variability is another key issue in industrial systems
as it is common to change their sensor configuration [23]. Depending on the
requirements of the moment, sensors are installed, modified or removed. As the
sensor configuration changes, the model has to continuously adapt to the current
configuration. In most cases, this involves retraining the model from scratch,
which can take a lot of time and many computational resources. Recently,
researchers focus on transfer learning (TL) [24] to transfer knowledge from one
model to another to avoid having to create a new model from scratch. However,
normally all sensor data is treated as a whole [25, 26, 27] and therefore the
flexibility to adapt the model to new sensor configurations is limited.
In recent years, Deep Learning (DL) approaches have become the state of
the art in time series modeling [28]. In particular, the combination of a Convo-
lutional Neural Network (CNN) and a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) have
shown promising results in multi-time series classification problems [29, 30, 31]
as they are able to work directly over raw data and thus no pre-processing nor
additional domain knowledge is required. However, little research has been done
in the anomaly detection domain using the CNN-RNN architecture. Hence, our
aim is to investigate new techniques for supervised multi-time series anomaly
detection based on this architecture. In this paper, we propose a new CNN-
RNN architecture where the CNN is used to extract meaningful features from
raw sensor data and the RNN is applied to learn temporal patterns. Unlike
other approaches [26, 32, 33], we utilize an independent CNN to process each
sensor data. Throughout the paper, we refer to each convolution as a convolu-
tional head, thus forming a Multi-head CNN. Processing each sensor data on
independent CNN entails a number of advantages: 1) the feature extraction is
enhanced by focusing only on one particular sensor rather than on all at once,
2) each convolutional head can be adjusted to the specific nature of each sensor
data, and 3) it makes the architecture flexible to adapt it to new sensor config-
urations as the convolutional heads can easily be added, modified or removed.
Furthermore, instead of processing the entire time series resulting from sensor
data, they are divided into smaller portions using a sliding window. Hence, the
feature extraction is done window by window for each time series, meaning that
it can focus on the different phases existing in a time series. Finally, the features
coming from all convolutional heads are processed together window by window
by the RNN side to classify the entire event. We will refer to the proposed
architecture as Multi-head CNN-RNN.
The main contributions of this work are described below:
• We introduce a new DL architecture specifically designed for supervised
anomaly detection on multi-sensor systems. Little research has been done
in this domain on CNN-RNN architecture and therefore, we aim to inves-
tigate new variations of this architecture to improve the anomaly detec-
tion. Moreover, our proposal works directly over raw data and thus no
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pre-processing nor additional domain knowledge is required.
• As sensor data might be of a different nature on multi-sensor systems, we
use independent convolutions for each one. Hence, each convolution can
be adapted to the requirements of each sensor.
• To learn the specific events that occur within a time series, we propose
a window based approach where each window can focus on each phase of
the time series.
• To generate new models as the sensor configuration of an industrial sys-
tem varies, we take advantage of the Multi-head convolutional architec-
ture to generate a new model by transferring knowledge from one model
to another, which is inspired in TL. As convolutional heads are fully inde-
pendent of each other, we can easily add or remove heads if more sensors
are installed or removed.
• Finally, since there exist many CNN and RNN layer types, we conduct
a deep experimentation to analyze how they perform under different sce-
narios.
To analyze the performance of the proposed architecture, we conduct an
extensive experimental study on a real industrial use case. The dataset contains
about 14,000 simulations of a service elevator where 20 sensors are used to collect
the data. The dataset is a two-class dataset which contains an anomaly rate
of 20%. Regarding the anomalies, the dataset contains the three types, that is,
point, context-specific, and collective anomalies.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 analyzes related works. Section
3 describes the proposed DL architecture. Section 4 details the experimental
set up. Section 5 discusses the results obtained in the experimentation. Section
6 presents the conclusions and future work.
2. Background
Anomaly detection can be approached in multiple ways. The choice of a
particular technique heavily depends on the nature of the data and the require-
ments of the use case under consideration. A different number of approaches
can be found in the literature. Chandola et. al. presented a survey on anomaly
detection that covers different domains [1]. Fu et al. presented another survey
focused on data mining techniques [2].
In the anomaly detection field, as in other machine learning problem scenar-
ios, the fact that data is labeled or not is a key factor at the time of selecting
which technique to use. In this way, data mining techniques for anomaly detec-
tion can be categorized into three main groups [34]: supervised, semi-supervised,
and unsupervised. In time series anomaly detection, the capability to detect
anomalies in complex scenarios is another key factor as there are techniques
that only consider univariate time series [35]. However, in industrial scenarios,
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machines typically have heterogeneous multi-sensor systems to monitor their
performance and therefore, techniques that can consider multiple time series
are required.
Within unsupervised techniques, multiple time series are typically managed
by clustering them [36] or by calculating distances between time series [37]. Re-
cently, artificial neural network (ANN) based approaches have arisen such as a
Hierarchical Temporal Memory [13], a Restricted Boltzmann Machine [38], or
a combination of Auto-Encoders and RNNs [39], where multiple time series are
fed all together in the ANN. Although unsupervised techniques are more flexible
than the others [40], most of them rely on the assumption that normal instances
are far more frequent than abnormal ones [34]. However, this assumption does
not always hold true. Moreover, since there are no labels in unsupervised learn-
ing, it is near impossible to get a reasonably objective measure of how accurate
the algorithm is.
Within semi-supervised techniques, one-class Support Vector Machine is one
of the most used in this category [41, 42]. However, modeling a normal region
that captures all normal behavior is extremely difficult and the boundary be-
tween normal an abnormal is often blurred [34]. Recent approaches use DL algo-
rithms such as Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) to model the normal behavior
of a sequence to create a predictive model and then calculate the anomaly score
of an observation as the deviation from the predicted value [43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48].
However, all of these works require defining an error threshold to determine if
the error is large enough to be considered an anomaly. This can be challenging
and an incorrect definition of the threshold can lead to a high rate of false posi-
tives or false negatives. In fact, some works claim that it is more important the
strategy defined to determine an anomaly based on the prediction error rather
than the algorithm used to model the time series itself [49]. As in unsupervised
methods, these all works also manage multiple time series by feeding them all
together in the network.
In the anomaly detection field, it is not common to have well-defined anoma-
lies. Hence, although much research has been done on time series classification,
little research has been done on supervised time series anomaly detection. Nev-
ertheless, some approaches can be found such as the use of Support Vector Ma-
chines [50, 15], ensemble methods [51], or DL algorithms [52, 53]. The downside
of these classification-based algorithms is that they suffer from the imbalanced
data problem [54] since in the anomaly detection field there is much more data
related to normal behavior than to the anomalous. Hence, over-sampling [55]
and under-sampling [56] techniques are usually used to balance the number of
instances of both classes. However, applying these techniques to time series
is challenging, particularly in cases where new time series must be artificially
generated [57, 58]. The difficulty increases in the multi-time series domain as
values of a given time series might be affected by the others. Furthermore, the
majority of analyzed techniques require previous data pre-processing to reduce
dimensionality or to extract relevant features, among others. This often requires
domain knowledge and it is time-consuming. As discussed before, all the time
series are typically processed all together which, in the case of heterogeneous
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multi-time series, might hinder this process, especially for the feature extrac-
tion. This is due to the fact that time series might be of very different nature
or might be measured at distinct frequencies. Therefore, extracting the features
from these time series all together might result in not capturing properly the
most meaningful features.
DL techniques, concretely CNN and RNN, have become the state of art
on time series modeling [28]. Furthermore, their combination has attracted
the attention of many researchers as it is capable of working directly on raw
sensor data in multi-sensor environments [29], thus addressing one of the de-
scribed challenges as no pre-processing is needed. The CNN-RNN architecture
has achieved promising results in various domains such as speech recognition
[30], gesture recognition [31], weather recognition [59], or emotion detection
[60]. However, the imbalanced data problem and the feature extraction in het-
erogeneous multi-time series are still challenges to be addressed. Therefore, the
motivation of this work is to investigate new supervised techniques for anomaly
detection in multi-time series by implementing an adapted CNN-RNN archi-
tecture that processes all the time series individually, and can perform well in
imbalanced data scenarios.
3. A Multi-head CNN-RNN architecture for multi-sensor systems
This section details the proposed Multi-head CNN-RNN architecture. We
first introduce the proposed architecture (Section 3.1). Afterward, we provide
a detailed explanation of both CNN (Section 3.2) and RNN (Section 3.2) sides
of the architecture.
3.1. General overview of the Multi-head CNN-RNN
Figure 1 shows the general overview of the Multi-head CNN-RNN architec-
ture. This architecture combines convolutional and recurrent layers.
The Multi-head convolution is a CNN where each time series is processed
on a fully independent convolution, so-called convolutional heads. It is respon-
sible for extracting meaningful features from sensor data. In many industrial
scenarios, machines have installed multiple sensors that are independent of each
other and thus they might not be correlated. Often, these sensors conform an
heterogeneous sensor system meaning that they might capture data of differ-
ent natures and real value scales, or even at different frequencies. Hence, it is
reasonable to treat them in an independent way. Another key characteristic of
the proposed architecture is that it does process the time series using a sliding
window instead of processing the entire sequence at once. Often, multiple be-
haviors can be represented within a single time series, especially in industrial
systems where the action it performs is composed of different phases. In this
way, processing the time series in a window-based way makes the network to
focus the feature extraction on each phase. Otherwise, the extraction of charac-
teristics would be done according to the entire time series, thus leaving possible
key features of each phase uncaptured.
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The RNN is responsible for finding the hidden temporal patterns from the
extracted features. It acts as the classifier of the architecture. To this end,
the RNN processes all the extracted features corresponding to each window in
chronological order. Finally, it gives a final result according to the temporal
behaviour that all sensors exhibit throughout a specific event.
This architecture can be implemented with a variety of CNN and RNN
layer types. As there is no layer that best suits all scenarios, it is advisable to
analyze all alternatives to determine which one performs best for the use case
under consideration. In this article, we analyze all the possibilities to find the
architecture that best adapts to our use case. See Sections 4 and 5 for more
details.
Figure 1: Multi-head CNN-RNN architecture for multi-time series anomaly detection. From
the left, data coming from sensors are individually processed by independent convolutional
heads by means of a window W of length WL. The window slides over the time series with a
step of size WS . A feature map F
n
w is obtained as a result of applying a CNN to the window
w of sensor n. Feature maps corresponding to the same window w are then concatenated.
Once all windows of all sensor data are processed, the recurrent layers yield the classification
outcome by processing all the windows chronologically.
3.2. Multi-head CNN
The Multi-head CNN uses one-dimensional convolutions, where the dimen-
sion defines how it processes input data. CNNs are very popular on image
processing and they become the state of the art in this field. Since images have
two dimensions, two-dimensional convolutions are used. In this way, the kernel
moves from left to right and from top to bottom to process the entire image.
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However, time series can be defined as one-dimensional vectors. Therefore, one-
dimensional convolutions are applied to make the kernel move over it in a single
dimension, that is, in the time dimension.
To process multiple time series, the Multi-head CNN uses multiple one-
dimensional convolutions with a single channel. Traditionally, when dealing
with multiple time series, CNNs with multiple channels are used where each
channel corresponds to a single time series [32, 33, 26]. Throughout this paper,
we will refer to it as Multi-channel CNN. When a Multi-channel CNN is used to
process multiple time series, a single feature map containing the main features
of all the time series is obtained as a result. Although a different set of filters
is used for each channel and therefore, the extraction of features is independent
for each channel, all of them are mixed together to give a final result. In this
way, the specific features of each sensor data might be lost by mixing them all
together. In contrast, the Multi-head CNN extracts the features of each time
series independently. As a consequence, an independent feature map for each
time series is obtained. Conversely, this fact has an impact in the number of
parameters of convolutional architectures. The number of parameters of each
layer on a traditional Multi-channel CNN is computed using Equation 1.
p = FN ·KS · PPL + bias (1)
where FN denotes the number of filters, KS the kernel size, PPL the last di-
mension of the output vector resulting from the previous layer, and bias = FN .
However, for Multi-head CNN layers, the number of parameters must be mul-
tiplied by the number of sensors. Hence, it increases linearly according to the
number of sensors. As in this architecture the objective on the convolutional
network is to extract the main features of each sensor data, processing them on
individual convolutions is the only way to preserve their characteristics unal-
tered.
As described, time series are processed in a window-based way [29]. To
divide the time series into smaller segments, all of them are partitioned into the






where SL denotes the sequence length or the number of data points within
the time series, WL denotes the window length and WS denotes the window step,
that is, how big is the step to be taken to slide the window over the time series.
If WS < WL, it means that windows overlap with each other. If WS = WL, it
means no overlapping between windows.
Therefore, each convolutional head processes its corresponding time series
window by window. As a result, a feature map Fnw is obtained for each window
and sensor data, where n denotes the sensor number and w the window number.
After applying the convolution over all the windows, a sequence of feature maps
is obtained for each time series, where each feature map is chronologically sorted
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within the sequence. As these sequences are independent of each other, they are
then concatenated all together. Note that only the feature maps corresponding
to the same window number (w) are concatenated with each other. In this way,
a sequence of feature maps is obtained where the feature maps of all the time
series are concatenated.
Regarding the input data of the Multi-head CNN, each convolutional head
requires a four-dimensional input, which is given by Equation 3.
input dim = (n samples,WN ,WL, n channels) (3)
where n samples denotes the number of samples within the batch, and
n channels denotes the number of channels. As the time series are univariate,
n channels = 1.
3.3. RNN
RNNs are DL architectures with the ability to remember the past events.
Unlike in traditional neural networks where the information only flows in one
direction, in RNNs the data cycles through a loop. Thus, to make a decision
a RNN does not only take into consideration the current input but also uses
what it has learned before. To this end, the neurons of the recurrent layers,
called units, have two inputs instead of one: current and recent past data. As
a consequence, an internal memory is formed with which temporary behaviors
can be captured throughout a sequence.
In this way, RNNs are suitable for finding temporal patterns throughout
the features extracted from each window. The input of the RNN is a three-
dimensional vector resulting from the last layer of the Multi-head CNN. The
input size is given by Equation 4.
input dim = (n samples,WN , PPL) (4)
At this point, bear in mind that the feature map of each window is formed by
the concatenation of the feature maps resulting from each sensor. In this way,
the RNN processes the extracted feature maps in chronological order, that is,
from F1 to Fw. The RNN processes each window to store in its internal memory
the relevant information corresponding to the current window. Finally, it makes
a decision taking into account what has happened throughout the windows. It
is worth to point out that the RNN does not make a decision for each window,
instead, it processes the information corresponding to all the windows as a whole
to classify the entire event. Therefore, the RNN side of the architecture is not
triggered until the Multi-head CNN does not process all the windows. As a
consequence, an event is not classified until it is already completed since all
sensor data involving the event is required to make the final decision.
4. Experimental framework
This section describes the configuration and properties related to the exper-
imentation followed in this article. We show the measures used to benchmark
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the performance of the models (Section 4.1), the industrial use case and the
properties of the dataset used (Section 4.2), the parameters and the base clas-
sifiers (Section 4.3), and finally, a description of the non-parametric statistical
methods used to compare the results obtained (Section 4.4).
4.1. Performance measures
In this section, we analyze the metrics used to measure the performance
of the DL architectures studied in the experimentation. As this paper focuses
on the anomaly detection field, datasets are often imbalanced. Thus, selected
metrics are widely used in such scenarios to avoid neglecting the minority class
(i.e. the anomalies) [61, 62, 63].
As standard classification methods, the performance of these classifiers can
be measured in terms of precision and recall. Nonetheless, Precision-Recall
Curve (PRC) is used since it is a plot that summarizes the trade-off between the
precision and the recall using different probability thresholds. Often, Receiver
Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve is used instead of the PRC [64]. However,
it is demonstrated that the PRC is more informative at the time of evaluating
binary classifiers on imbalanced datasets [54]. The main difference with respect
to the ROC curve is that it does not make use of the true negatives as it is only
concerned with the correct prediction of the minority class.
In addition, an Average Precision (AP) is used to obtain a specific value
with which the classifiers can be compared. The AP summarizes the PRC as
the weighted mean of the precision achieved at each threshold, with the increase






where Pn and Rn are the precision and recall at the nth threshold, respec-
tively. Note that no interpolation is used and thus it is different from calculating
the area under the PRC with the trapezoidal rule.
In imbalanced data scenarios, the geometric mean is another extensively
used metric [65, 66, 67]. It is the geometric mean between precision and recall.








These metrics are calculated from a confusion matrix, which displays the
crossing correct and wrong predictions between pairs of categories (classes) [68].
It represents True Positives (TP), False Positives (FP), True Negatives (TN),
and False Negatives (FN) undertaken by the system.
4.2. Industrial case study
The proposed architecture is validated in a real industrial scenario in which
the operating status of a service elevator is monitored. The elevator is monitored
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by 20 sensors that record data at a frequency of 500 Hz, thus obtaining 20
univariate time series which values are of different scales. Since obtaining the
sufficient amount of real data that matches all possible scenarios of normal and
anomalous activity is hard and time-consuming, we have generated a dataset
by means of a physical model, developed by domain experts, that represents
accurately the behavior of the service elevator. Hence, we have been able to
simulate a huge volume of different service elevator journeys. In this way, the
dataset used in our experiments comprises a set of simulations of a service
elevator. Each simulation represents an elevator journey of fixed length, both
uphill or downhill. Each simulation is composed of 20 univariate time series
corresponding to 20 sensors that record data at a frequency of 500 Hz, according
to the real scenario. Table I summarizes them. Each time series has a fixed
length of 8,000 data points. Overall, there are about 14,000 instances within
the dataset corresponding to two type of classes: “normal” as the negative, and
“anomaly” as the positive.
The physical model used to mimic the real behavior of the elevator includes
all its relevant subsystems such as the cabin, the counterweight, the guiding
system, the electric machine, or the driving pulley. Each of these subsystems is
highly configurable to enable simulating several scenarios, which varies depend-
ing on the input parameters introduced to the model. To generate anomalies,
different faults have been included as input parameters. Namely, faults in the
guiding system (reduced lubrication, misalignment) and in the electric machine
(de-magnetization, lose of inductance) were studied. These faults are introduced
as model parameters, that may be changed in each simulation. In addition, other
operational parameters such as the cabin’s load were included in the model.
The dataset contains a 20% of positive instances. In this use case, an
anomaly can be of different nature: point, context-specific, or collective, all
of them belonging to the positive class. A point anomaly can be understood
as an isolated friction or as an impact in the cabin that is reflected as a peak
in a sensor. A context-specific anomaly can occur when the elevator starts a
journey. A particular behavior may be normal when the journey is ascending
but anomalous when it is descending. A collective anomaly is considered when
there is an accumulation of certain factors that lead to a global anomaly. Note
that when one of these anomalies is detected, the entire journey is classified as
anomalous. As these anomalies are difficult to recognize, they are labeled by
domain experts.
To test the behavior of the different architectures under different imbalanced
ratios, four different datasets are generated based on the original one. These
new datasets contain a 15%, 10%, 5%, and 3% of anomalies, respectively. The
selection of anomalies for each dataset is done randomly.
Regarding the training of the architectures analyzed in this paper, all the
datasets are split into train/validation/test sets, with a ratio of 60/20/20%. The
considered datasets are partitioned using a Stratified Shuffle Split (SSS) cross-
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validator (obtained from scikit-learn1), which splits the dataset into train/test
sets and returns stratified randomized folds. As SSS only splits the dataset into
two sets, we first partition the dataset into train/test with a ratio of 60/40.
Afterward, the test set is divided into two equally sized sets to generate the
validation set. The folds generated by the SSS preserve the percentage of sam-
ples for each class. In the experimentation, the SSS is applied 10 times for each
model and thus, each of them is trained, validated, and tested with 10 different
data distributions. When a dataset with a reduced amount of anomalies is used,
the following method is conducted to randomize the anomalies included on each
fold. For each fold, the corresponding percentage of anomalies (15%, 10%, 5%,
or 3%) is extracted randomly from the original dataset and the others are re-
moved. Then, the dataset is partitioned into train/validation/test sets. In this
way, each fold always contains different anomalies to train, test, and validate
the models.
Description
Angular acceleration of the pulley
Lateral acceleration of cabin on X, Y, and Z axis
Tension on the cabin’s and counterweight cable
Cabin and counterweight friction
Force on the support of the machine-pulley
Direct and quadrature power
Angular speed of the pulley
Angular position of the pulley
Vertical acceleration of the pulley
Cabin and Counterweight speed
Direct and quadrature voltage
Cabin and counterweight position
Table I: Summary of the variables of the dataset. Note that they are grouped by sensor type.
There are a total of 20 variables.
4.3. Parameters and base classifiers
In this section we describe the architecture of all the neural networks used
in this experiments. As described in Section 3, the proposed architecture has a
one-dimension convolutional part followed by a recurrent part. Regarding the
convolutional side, three types of layers are considered: Multi-channel Conv1d,
Multi-head Conv1d, and Multi-head LC1d. Recently, the Multi-channel architec-
ture has been used in several works [29, 31, 60] and thus we use it as baseline.
On the other hand, five types of recurrent layers are examined: RNN [28],
LSTM [69], GRU [70], Bi-LSTM, and Bi-GRU. All possible combinations be-
tween convolutional and recurrent layers are analyzed in the experimentation.
1https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.model selection.StratifiedShuffleSplit.html
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Thus, there are a total of 15 architectures. A brief description of each layer is
presented below:
• Convolutional layers:
– Conv1d: A one-dimension convolutional layer is mainly used to pro-
cess 1D vector data such is the case of signal processing. 1D convolu-
tions slide the kernel over the input vector, that is, moving the kernel
in one dimension [71].
– LC1D: Is similar to Conv1d. However, instead of using a sliding
kernel that moves over the entire vector, LC1D uses multiple static
kernels. Thus, it uses a single kernel for each different patch of the
input [72]. Although this layer is not purely a convolutional layer
but behaves similarly to it, in this paper we include the LC1d layer
within the group of convolutions.
– Multi-head and Multi-channel: They are variants of previously
described convolutional layers. Multi-head convolutions use indepen-
dent single-channel convolution branches to process each sensor data.
The branches are defined as heads. In contrast, Multi-channel convo-
lutions use a single convolutional head with multiple channels. There
are as many channels as there are sensor data.
• Recurrent layers:
– RNN: Is designed to recognize patterns in sequences of data. Unlike
other types of layers, it takes as input not just the current input, but
also what it has perceived previously in time. Thus, its output is not
only influenced by actual events but also by past events. However,
RNNs suffer from the vanishing and exploiting gradients problem and
thus they can be hard to train.
– LSTM: Is a variation of the RNN layer that solves the vanish-
ing/exploding gradient problem. It uses a state cell that runs straight
down the entire chain, with only some minor linear interactions.
Thus, the information flows along it unchanged. The LSTM is able
to remove or add information to the state cell. For that matter, it
uses input, output, and forget gates.
– GRU: It can be considered as a simplification of the LSTM. The
main difference between them is how they modify the state cell. GRU
uses two gates instead of three. Therefore, it uses an update and a
reset gate. Although GRU is simpler than LSTM, it can achieve the
same or better results in some use cases [73].
– Bi-LSTM and Bi-GRU: They add a bi-directional modality to
LSTM and GRU layers [74]. These layers process input data in
chronological order. However, in bi-directional mode, data is pro-
cessed in both chronological and reverse order.
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The configuration of the architectures is divided into two groups: Multi-head
and Multi-channel. The former uses independent single-channel convolutional
heads to process each time series separately (Figure 2a). The latter uses a single
convolutional head with multiple channels to process all the time series (Figure
2b). The other difference between both is that on Multi-head architectures,
the output of all the convolutional heads is concatenated before reaching the
recurrent part. Despite these differences, the layer configuration of both types of
architecture remains the same. Note that the Multi-channel architecture serves
of comparison approach.
The convolutional part of the architectures is composed of four stacked one-
dimensional convolutional layers. Each convolution applies a Batch Normaliza-
tion (BN) layer [75] followed by a ReLU [76] activation layer. The inclusion
of the BN layer is particularly important as it reduces the internal covariance
shift. This brings a regularization effect between batches and makes training
faster [77]. Unlike other CNN’s for time series classification [78, 32, 79], no sub-
sampling layer is used after the convolution. In our window-based approach, it
is not required as the dimensionality of the input data is already constrained by
the windows.
After the convolutions, two stacked recurrent layers are used with ReLU
as the activation function. Next, a dropout layer is used to regularize the
activations to avoid overfitting. Finally, a dense layer is applied to generate the
output of the architecture. For this layer, a sigmoidal activation function is used
whose output is a value between 0 and 1. This value refers to the probability
that the output is 0 or 1, thus it is then rounded to obtain a binary result.
The training process of these architectures is conducted in a fully-supervised
way using back-propagation to adjust gradients from the final dense layer to the
initial convolutional layers. As architectures are designed for a binary classifi-
cation task, Binary cross-entropy [80] loss function is used. Regarding the opti-
mizer, Adam [81] is used since it obtained the most stable results among those
we tested. To find the best values for hyper-parameters, a grid search is used.
Table II summarizes the parameter specifications used to train the architectures.
Note that the grid search was performed for this specific use case. Therefore,
this parameter configuration might not be suitable for another use case. In such
a case, another grid search would have to be done. To make the training more
efficient, batches of 50 instances are used and gradients are computed after each
batch. As architectures containing LC1d layers require more computational re-
sources, batches of 10 instances are used to avoid memory problems at the time
of training. Furthermore, a maximum epoch number is set to 30. However, an
early stop method is used to stop the training process in case it converges before
reaching the defined maximum number of epochs. In this way, the training set
is used to train the architectures while the validation set is used to tune them.
Finally, the test set is used to check their performance against unseen data.
All the experiments have been executed on a single computer with the fol-
lowing characteristics:

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 2: Layer configuration of all the architectures. Each box contains the name of the
layer and its corresponding output shape. Note that, for input layers, the last dimension of
the output shape refers to the number of channels (sensors), while for convolutional layers it





window length 100 (It varies on Section 5.4)
window step 100 (No overlapping windows)
learning rate 0.00001
epochs 30 (with early stop)
batch size 50 (10 for LC1d architectures)
Table II: Parameter specification for all the architectures employed in this experimentation.
• Processor: Intel i7-6850K 3.6 Ghz Box
• Motherboard: ASUS X99-E-10G WS Intel X99 LGA 2011-v3 SSI CEB
• RAM: 32 GB
Used software details are shown below:
• Model implementation: Keras 2.2.0 and Tensorflow 1.6.0
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• Parallel computing platform: CUDA 9.2
• Operating System: Ubuntu 16.04.4 LTS
4.4. Statistical test for performance comparison
In order to provide statistical support to the results obtained in the ex-
perimentation, a hypothesis testing technique is used [82]. In particular, a
non-parametric test is used since parametric tests might lose credibility because
the initial conditions guaranteeing their reliability may not be satisfied (i.e.,
independence, normality, and homoscedasticity) [83].
In this paper, we use these tests in cases where multiple datasets are used
(Section 5.3). For these cases, a Friedman test [82, 84] is used to analyze whether
statistical differences exist between them. Furthermore, Holm post hoc test [84]
is used to identify which of the architectures are distinctive among a 1 x n
comparison. In this way, a given hypothesis can be rejected at a specified level
of significance α (We will use α = 0.05). Hence, the adjusted p-value (APV)
is computed for each comparison which denotes the lowest level of significance
of a hypothesis to be rejected. In addition, the architectures are classified by
means of a ranking that determines how good are each of them in comparison
to the others. The positions of the ranking are assigned by computing the
average performance obtained by each architecture in all the tested datasets.
The architecture obtaining the best APV will have the best ranking.
These tests are widely used in the field of machine learning as can be shown
in [82, 84, 85, 86], where they recommend their use. A more detailed explanation
can be found in [87].
5. Results and Discussion
In this section we analyze and discuss the results of the experimentation.
First, we perform a comparison between using a Multi-head or a Multi-channel
convolution architecture (Section 5.1). Second, we analyze the difference be-
tween using a Conv1d or a LC1d as convolutional layers (Section 5.2). Third,
we analyze the performance of the architectures as the percentage of anomalies
within the dataset decreases (Section 5.3). Fourth, we evaluate the impact that
the window length has on the performance of the architectures (Section 5.4).
Finally, we test the performance of Multi-head architectures to transfer knowl-
edge from one model to another to adequate them to changing scenarios (Section
5.5). Note that only Multi-head Conv1d like architectures are considered in the
last two experiments.
5.1. Multi-head vs Multi-channel CNN-RNN
In this section, a comparison between our proposal (Multi-head CNN-RNN)
and the Multi-channel CNN-RNN architecture existing in the literature (i. e.,
[29, 31, 60]) is performed. The aim of the convolutional part of the proposed
architecture is to extract the most relevant characteristics from sensor data.
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Thus, we analyze the performance of the entire architecture based on how the
features of sensors data are extracted, independently or as a group. We also
discuss the impact that the different recurrent layers have in these architec-
tures. Note that in this experimentation, we only consider the Conv1d layer as
convolutional layer.
One of the main differences between both architectures is the number of
features extracted from each window. Table III details the shape of the output
vector for each layer and architecture. It also shows the total number of features
extracted from each window, which refers to the last dimension of the output
vector of the last layer. As shown, the number of extracted features per window
is much higher for the Multi-head convolution. In fact, it increases linearly
according to the number of sensors. Thus, it contains more features concerning
each sensor. Moreover, the features of each sensor are ordered by sensor while
in Multi-channel convolutions they are not.
Table IV shows the comparison of their results, where the best scores for
each recurrent layer are highlighted in bold. As it can be observed, there is
a significant difference between Multi-head and Multi-channel architectures in
terms of g mean. Figures 3a and 3b show the PRC of both Multi-head and
Multi-channel architectures. The results demonstrate that Multi-head archi-
tectures are able to detect anomalies significantly better as they obtain higher
precision and recall scores. Furthermore, the variance on the results from one it-
eration to another is higher for Multi-channel architectures. As recurrent layers
are regarded, the Multi-head Conv1d-LSTM obtained the best result. However,
the LSTM does not show a good result for the multi-channel architecture. It
can also be shown that the difference between both convolutional architectures
is larger in case that they are combined with the RNN layer. In fact, RNN
achieves the worse results in both cases in comparison to the other recurrent
layers. For Multi-head architectures, there is no significant difference between
the other recurrent layers, while for Multi-channel architectures, the difference
between recurrent layers increases slightly, with bi-directional layers achieving
the best performance.
Considering the number of features used by both architectures, one could
say that the main reason of Multi-head architectures obtaining better results in
comparison to Multi-channel architectures, is due to the fact that the former
has more information to take a decision. Consequently, we conducted another
experiment in which we matched for Multi-channel architectures the same num-
ber of extracted features as Multi-head architectures have. To do so, we set
FN = 400. The results obtained show an improvement of at most 2% for all the
recurrent layers. Moreover, the training time increased by 20 as a consequence.
Therefore, the main reason lies is the fact of extracting the features of each
sensor independently rather than in extracting a larger number of features.
Thus, we can observe how the proposed architecture outperforms the Multi-
channel CNN-RNN existing in the literature.
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Layer type Multi-head Multi-Channel
Input 20 x (n samples, 80, 100, 1) (n samples, 80, 100, 20)
Conv1d (1-4) 20 x (n samples, 80, 100, 20) (n samples, 80, 100, 20)
Flatten 20 x (n samples, 80, 2000) (n samples, 80, 2000)
Concatenate (n samples, 80, 40000) -
Total features 40,000 2,000
Table III: Number of features extracted for each window by Multi-head and Multi-channel
architectures. The shape of the output vector of each layer is detailed. For input layers,
the dimensions refer to (n samples,WN ,WL, n channels). For Conv1d layers, they refer to
(n samples,WN ,WL, FN ). Recall that WN = 80, WL = 100, and FN = 20.
Multi-head Conv1d Multi-channel Conv1d
RNN 0.961± 0.021 0.838± 0.017
LSTM 0.980± 0.002 0.891± 0.023
GRU 0.977± 0.002 0.914± 0.020
Bi-LSTM 0.978± 0.004 0.924± 0.025
Bi-GRU 0.977± 0.004 0.929± 0.023
Table IV: Results of Multi-head and Multi-channel Conv1d architectures using the original
dataset and g mean as evaluation metric. The corresponding standard deviation is attached
to each metric. The best values for each architecture are highlighted in bold.
(a) Multi-head Conv1d (b) Multi-channel Conv1d
Figure 3: PRC of the different architectures using Multi-head and Multi-channel convolutions.
Experiments conducted with the original dataset.
5.2. Multi-head Conv1D vs Multi-head LC1d
In this section we compare Conv1d and LC1d layers, both being Multi-head.
The idea behind this study is to know how the different way in which these
layers extract characteristics from input data impact on the performance of the
entire architecture.
In the industrial case study presented in this paper, data comes from an
elevator that has different phases during its journey. Here, the more critical
phases of the journey are when the elevator initializes and ends the journey.
These phases are specific of accelerating and braking actions. Conv1 layers use
the same filters to extract characteristics from each window, while LC1d layers
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use a unique filter for each of the patches within a window. Thus, filters in
LC1d layers do not share weights with each other and they only focus on their
corresponding patch of the window.
Table V shows the results obtained for all the architectures. The best scores
for each recurrent layer are highlighted in bold. Figures 3a and 4a depict the
PRC of both Multi-head Conv1d and Multi-head LC1d architectures, respec-
tively. Except for RNN, which obtained worse results for the LC1d architecture,
no significant differences can be outlined between using Conv1d or LC1d layers.
However, as observed in Figure 4b, Conv1d layer is, generally, x2 times faster
at training time. In fact, Conv1d layer is more than x3 times faster than LC1D
layer in case of combining them with RNN. On the other hand, the time dif-
ference between both convolutional layers is reduced in case of combining them
with Bi-LSTM.
Considering all this, we conclude that for this experiment, LC1d layer does
not significantly improve the feature extraction by applying independent filters
to each patch of the window. In addition, it is considerably slower than Conv1d
layer.
Multi-head Conv1d Multi-head LC1d
RNN 0.961± 0.021 0.922± 0.015
LSTM 0.980± 0.002 0.979± 0.003
GRU 0.977± 0.002 0.980± 0.004
Bi-LSTM 0.978± 0.004 0.978± 0.005
Bi-GRU 0.977± 0.004 0.977± 0.003
Table V: Results of Multi-head Conv1d and LC1d architectures using the original dataset
and g mean as evaluation metric. The corresponding standard deviation is attached to each
metric. The best values for each architecture are highlighted in bold.
(a) PRC of Multi-head LC1d




















(b) Conv1d vs. LC1d training time
Figure 4: Results of Multi-head LC1d architectures. Experiments conducted with the original
dataset.
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5.3. Performance analysis with reduction of anomalies
In many use cases, the percentage of anomalies is often lower than in our
original dataset (20%). Thus, we have conducted an experiment where the
percentage of anomalies is decreased to 15%, 10%, 5%, and 3%. In this study,
all architectures of previous sections (Section 5.1 and 5.2) are included. Hence,
this experiment analyzes the performance of all architectures as the ratio of
anomalies decreases.
Table VI shows the results obtained. The results of the previous sections
(20%) are also included in the table as a summary. The best AP and g mean
values for each dataset are highlighted in bold. As shown, the performance of
the architectures decreases as the percentage of anomalies is reduced, although
their performance maintains high for almost all the architectures. Thus, it is
demonstrated that the proposed Multi-head CNN-RNN can also perform well
in imbalanced data scenarios without any previous pre-processing. Focusing on
each architectures, the reader can observe that Multi-channel convolutions ob-
tained a poor performance in comparison to Multi-head convolutions, since they
obtained worse results in all the metrics and scenarios. Regarding both Multi-
head Conv1d and LC1d architectures, they obtained similar results although the
latter achieved slightly better scores in most of the cases. As recurrent layers
are concerned, architectures that include the RNN layer got the worse results
in almost all the scenarios.
To objectively analyze these results, Table VII shows the average ranking
calculated for all the architectures according to g mean metric and its corre-
sponding APV, which is calculated by means of the Holm’s test. Note that the
results obtained for all the datasets are used to compute this test (datasets with
20%, 15%, 10%, 5%, and 3% of anomalies). It can be seen that the Multi-head
LC1d-LSTM achieved the lowest value in the ranking and thus it is classified
as the best architecture. It is worth to point out that if we set a standard level
of significance of α = 0.05, the null-hypothesis of equality is rejected for all the
Multi-channel architectures as they obtained lower APV. This fact supports the
conclusion that Multi-head architectures outperform traditional Multi-channel
architectures. Regarding Multi-head architectures, there is no significant differ-
ence between them. However, Multi-head architectures including the RNN layer
obtained poor results comparing to other Multi-head architectures. Therefore,
we do not recommend its use.
Table VII does not show the differences between Multi-head architectures
due to the fact that the statistical test computes the APV proportionally to
the results obtained by all the architectures, being APV = 1.0 the value that
indicates the highest level of equality. As Multi-channel architectures obtained
poor results in comparison to Multi-head architectures, almost all of them ob-
tained the highest score. Hence, we performed another statistical test including
only Multi-head architectures to analyze their differences. Table VIII shows
the results. It can be observed that the LC1d layer exhibits better results than
Conv1d layer for almost all recurrent layers. The results also shown that the

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Architecture g mean ranking g mean APV
Multi-head LC1d-LSTM 2.2 -
Multi-head LC1d-Bi-LSTM 3.1 1.0
Multi-head LC1d-GRU 3.2 1.0
Multi-head Conv1d-Bi-LSTM 4.8 1.0
Multi-head Conv1d-GRU 5.1 1.0
Multi-head Conv1d-LSTM 5.6 1.0
Multi-head Conv1d-Bi-GRU 5.8 1.0
Multi-head LC1d-Bi-GRU 6.2 1.0
Multi-head Conv1d-RNN 9 0.129676
Multi-head LC1d-RNN 11.4 0.010289
Multi-channel Conv1d-Bi-LSTM 11.8 0.006885
Multi-channel Conv1d-GRU 12 0.005836
Multi-channel Conv1d-Bi-GRU 12.2 0.004883
Multi-channel Conv1d-LSTM 13.8 0.000575
Multi-channel Conv1d-RNN 13.8 0.000575
Table VII: Average Friedman rankings and APVs using Holm’s procedure in g mean for all the
architectures. The horizontal dashed line delimits the architectures rejected (located below
the line) as a consequence of setting the level of significance to α = 0.05
Architecture g mean ranking g mean APV
Multi-head LC1d-LSTM 2.2 -
Multi-head LC1d-Bi-LSTM 3.1 1.0
Multi-head LC1d-GRU 3.2 1.0
Multi-head Conv1d-Bi-LSTM 4.8 0.523576
Multi-head Conv1d-GRU 5.1 0.519621
Multi-head Conv1d-LSTM 5.6 0.379001
Multi-head Conv1d-Bi-GRU 5.8 0.360617
Multi-head LC1d-Bi-GRU 6.2 0.256997
Multi-head Conv1d-RNN 9 0.003068
Multi-head LC1d-RNN 11.4 0.000417
Table VIII: Average Friedman rankings and APVs using Holm’s procedure in g mean for
Multi-head architectures. The horizontal dashed line delimits the architectures rejected (lo-
cated below the line) as a consequence of setting the level of significance to α = 0.05
5.4. Analysis of the window length
On the proposed architecture, the window length is one of he parameters to
take into account. For this reason, in this experiment we analyze the perfor-
mance of the architecture as the window length varies. The results are measured
in terms of network size (number of trainable parameters), training time and
performance (metrics). The used range of values for the window length are as
follows: WL = {25, 50, 80, 100, 125, 160, 200}.
The first insight is determined by the correlation between the network size
and the required training time as the window length varies. Figure 5a shows
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how the size of the network increases as the length of the window grows. How-
ever, Figure 5b shows that, although the window length becomes bigger, the
required training time decreases as the window length increases. This is due to
the correlation between the number of windows (WL) and the size of the feature
maps resulting from applying convolutions over each window. The smaller WL
the smaller the size of the feature map and thus the smaller the network size.
However, WN increases. In contrast, the bigger WL the bigger the size of the
feature map and thus the bigger the network size. Nevertheless, WN decreases.
Therefore, the time required to train the models is given by the number of win-
dows in which the time series are divided regardless of the network size. It can
be observed that the architecture that includes the RNN layer has the smallest
number of parameters. However, it is the slowest architecture to converge. On
the other hand, architectures that include Bi-LSTM and Bi-GRU layers have
the largest number of parameters. This is due to the fact that they process data
twice. However, they require as much time to train as others, being the latter
one of the fastest at training time.
Figure 5c shows that, except for the RNN, the performance of the models
remains stable regardless of the length of the window. The RNN achieves an
improvement of at most 4% when WL = 125. Overall, for this use case the
length of the window has no importance apart from the size of the network and
the time required to train it. A trade-off between network size and training time
must be found.
5.5. Transfer ability
On the Industry 4.0, the sensor configuration of industrial machines often
varies as new sensors are installed, removed or modified. Hence, the model
has to be adapted each time. In this experiment, the ability of the proposed
architecture to adapt to these changes is analyzed. Instead of training a new
model from scratch, this model is generated based on an already trained model,
which has been trained with other sensor configuration. Thus, less time and
computational resources would be required. In this approach, we benefit from
the Multi-head architecture where each sensor data is processed on a fully in-
dependent convolutional head. Therefore, it is easy to add, remove or modify
a convolutional head on a trained model. As an example, let’s say we have a
model trained with multiple sensor data. Now, a new sensor is installed. Hence,
a new architecture is generated by adding a convolutional head to the previous
one. Next, the knowledge (weights) of the convolutional heads corresponding to
the previous sensor data is transferred to the new architecture. The weights of
these convolutional heads are frozen as they are already trained. Hence, at the
time of training the new architecture, only the additional convolutional head is
trained in addition to the recurrent part of the architecture. This is inspired by
TL as the underlying idea is to transfer knowledge from one model to another
[24]. However, in TL only the first layers of the trained network are typically
used to transfer knowledge from one model to another. Then, the new network
is trained by freezing or fine-tuning these layers. Conversely, in our proposal we
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(a) Network size (b) Training time
(c) g mean
Figure 5: Performance of the Multi-head Conv1d architectures as the window length varies.
Experiments conducted with the original dataset.
take all the convolutional layers, which are then always frozen, corresponding
to each of the sensors that are transferred from one model to another.
To demonstrate the performance of the proposed architecture to adjust to
new sensor configurations, the following experiments are conducted:
• First, three models are trained with 10, 15 and 20 sensor data, respectively.
They are used as the base models.
• Then, two new models are generated based on previous models. For that,
five new sensor data are added to base models trained with 10 and 15
sensor data (10+5 and 15+5).
• Finally, another two models are trained by removing five sensor data to
base models trained with 20 and 15 sensor data (20-5 and 15-5).
To differentiate the models used in this experimentation, we define as base
models those that have been generated from scratch (10, 15, and 20). Models
generated from base models, by adding or removing sensor data, are defined as
transfer knowledge based (TKB) models. As long as TKB models are compared
against base models trained with the same number of sensors (i.e., a model
trained with 15+5 sensors against a base model trained with 20 sensors), we
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define these models as target models. Therefore, base models also actuate as
target models. We compare TKB models against target models due to the fact
that models trained with the same number of sensor data might obtain similar
results. However, TKB models should require less time to train. Therefore,
target models serve as baselines. The comparison is carried out in terms of
training time and performance (metrics).
Table IX shows the performance of all the models. The best g mean values
for each group of sensors and recurrent layers are highlighted in bold. Figure 6
shows the time required to train them. As the performance of the architectures is
concerned, it can be observed that TKB models with added sensor data obtained
slightly worse results than their corresponding target models. However, they
are up to x2 times faster than target models at training time. TKB models
with removed sensor data achieve better results than target models. In fact,
they obtain the best g mean values in comparison to TKB models with added
sensors and their corresponding target models. For TKB models with removed
sensors, we cannot draw general conclusions about the improvement of training
speed due to the fact that there are cases where TKB modes are faster than
target models (GRU, Bi-LSTM, and Bi-GRU in 20-5 model), and vice versa
(15-5 model).
Hence, it is demonstrated that the proposed architecture is able to adapt to
dynamic scenarios.
Figure 6: Training time of both base models and TKB models. They are all grouped by the







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































We have presented a novel Multi-head CNN-RNN architecture for time series
anomaly detection. The proposed architecture has demonstrated its potential in
a real industrial scenario where anomalies are effectively detected on a service
elevator based on multiple sensor data. The proposed architecture uses first
the Multi-head CNN to extract the features of each sensor data on a fully
independent basis to deal with heterogeneous data. Moreover, it processed
the sensor data in a window-based method and thus it can focus the feature
extraction in the different phases of the sensor data. Afterward, the RNN uses
the extracted features to determine whether an anomaly occurred during the
elevator journey or not. Finally, as this architecture can be implemented with
a several types of layers, all possible alternatives have been analyzed under
different scenarios.
The experimental results have shown that our approach is able to detect
anomalies over multi-time series in an effective way, since its performance main-
tains high even if the percentage of anomalies within the training dataset is
reduced up to a 3%. Furthermore, we have proven through statistical tests
that the proposed Multi-head CNN architecture outperforms the traditional
Multi-channel CNN in all the tested scenarios, due to processing each sensor
data independently. Regarding the recurrent layers, the RNN has shown the
worse results in all the tests while others have obtained similar results. In this
way, the use of the RNN layer is not recommended. However, a deep analysis
must be conducted to know which layer performs best for the use case under
consideration.
The experimentation has also demonstrated the ability of the proposed ar-
chitecture to adapt to new sensor configurations as new models are successfully
generated by transferring knowledge from one model to another. However, fur-
ther research must be done to improve the performance and the required training
time of the models generated by this method. Little research has been conducted
in in this field and in TL techniques for time series and thus it would be a good
line of research for the future.
On the other hand, we have validated the proposed architecture with a
dataset containing fixed length time series. However, in some real use cases
they are not. Thus, further research must be done to analyze the performance
of the proposed architecture at the time of processing time series with different
frequencies. In our use case, the unique requirement would be to divide the time
series into the same number of windows (WL). For that matter, shorter time
series would be filled by padding them until they reach the maximum length,
which will be determined by the longest time series. Usually, the value used
to pad the time series is masked to not take it into account at the time of
computing the gradients. However, the methodology to mask padded values in
one-dimensional convolutions is an ongoing research and therefore, it is another
line of research for the future.
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